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2006 2006 RadianceRadiance Workshop Workshop

•• Leicester, EnglandLeicester, England
•• Host: John Host: John Mardaljevic Mardaljevic at de at de Montfort UnivMontfort Univ..

•• Preferred dates?Preferred dates?
•• John suggested 20-25 August date rangeJohn suggested 20-25 August date range
•• Raphael requested later in Sept. after PLEARaphael requested later in Sept. after PLEA



RadianceRadiance on Windows on Windows

•• Georg Georg ““schorschschorsch””  Mischler Mischler has portedhas ported
most non-graphical most non-graphical RadianceRadiance tools tools

•• Andrew Marsh has Andrew Marsh has winimagewinimage
replacementreplacement

•• Volunteers for porting Volunteers for porting rvurvu??
•• Someone to manage Windows binaries?Someone to manage Windows binaries?
•• We need to get away from DRWe need to get away from DR

•• Is any application besides Is any application besides RayfrontRayfront  current?current?



Unix AdvertisementUnix Advertisement



Idea: Idea: RadianceRadiance  SpywareSpyware

1.1. Detects and removes other Detects and removes other spywarespyware
2.2. Installs Installs RadianceRadiance for remote rendering for remote rendering
3.3. Report to base: PC commandeeredReport to base: PC commandeered
4.4. Overall performance is unchangedOverall performance is unchanged

•• Problem: Problem: SpywareSpyware is difficult to clean is difficult to clean
•• Windows suffers a constant onslaughtWindows suffers a constant onslaught

Constant updating required for new spiesConstant updating required for new spies



Plan 9: Permanent CleanerPlan 9: Permanent Cleaner

•• SpywareSpyware installs Linux as well as  installs Linux as well as RadianceRadiance
•• Choose Gnome look to mimic WindowsChoose Gnome look to mimic Windows

•• No more No more spywarespyware problems! problems!

•• Problem: What if user wants to run Word?Problem: What if user wants to run Word?
•• Post alert saying copy is unauthorized or hasPost alert saying copy is unauthorized or has

quit unexpectedlyquit unexpectedly
•• Expected behavior so only a minor annoyanceExpected behavior so only a minor annoyance


